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Farewell Gordon Hadley… He’ll be Missed
Gordon was elected as President of our Association in
2004 and diligently served in that capacity until the winter of
2013, when he resigned, planning to relocate to Punta
Gorda, a city of about 15,000 residents, 100 miles south of
Tampa, along Charlotte Harbor, on Florida’s west coast.
At 6’6” tall Gordon certainly stands out in a crowd. But how
much did we all know about Gordon – other than his skill at
running LMKA meetings, and his energy and determination
to keep us all united in our effort to make our island a better
place? He will long be remembered for planning programs
and running monthly meetings for the last decade, running
LMKA’s Village Council election forums every two years,
and organizing the annual Lower Matecumbe Walks.
Gordon, born in 1949, grew up in Miami, along with two sisters, attending Coral Park High School before enrolling at
the University of Miami where he played basketball and became a dedicated “U” sports fan for life. After serving in the
Army, Gordon became a firefighter in Coral Gables, a career that lasted 28 years. In 1980 Gordon moved to Key
Largo and commuted to the mainland to work. He bought a
home on Lower Matecumbe in 1993 and after retiring from
the Coral Gables fire department he moved to our island.
From 2001 to 2006 Gordon was a volunteer with Islamorada’s Fire/EMS department. He also served on Islamorada’s Local Planning Agency and the Land Acquisition
Committee. Along with Glenn Taylor, Gordon helped implement a plan for the fire station on the island.
What is it that made Gordon willing to spend so many years
contributing endless hours to the association, the island,
and the Village. Perhaps it is because Gordon is a perfect
fit for Islamorada and Lower Matecumbe. His favorite
food – whatever he can catch in the waters surrounding the
island – fresh caught fish, lobster, stone crab. His hobbies – boating (he has a 35’ sailboat and a 25’ power boat)
and fishing. And he loves the water we have in the Keys …
the quiet, the phenomenal color changes, the amazing visability. Perhaps it is the diverse friendships he made here
that kept a smile on his face for all these years. And why
did Gordon decide to leave the Keys? In his own words…
“Too many tourists, selling off the environment for money.”
We will all be missing Gordon Hadley. And the enormous
contributions he made to life in the Florida Keys.

Summer Break
Meetings for LMKA are suspended
for a few months each summer,
while so many members are busy
elsewhere, but we try to keep everyone up to date on issues impacting
our island.

New LMKA Email Address
LMKANews@gmail.com
If you have news to share or ideas
for articles or meeting programs …
please get in touch.

In this issue………………
Meet the Islamorada Village
Council
Our new president: Donna
Gleason
Issues on “Fill” between Upper
and Lower Matecumbe and
Sea Oats Beach
Habitat Restoration at MM77.5
Crocodile news
News Briefs
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Meet the Islamorada Village Council….
If you have questions, ideas, or complaints you’d like to share with our local elected officials, email
Village Clerk, Ariana Lawson, at ariana.lawson@islamorada.fl.us and ask her to distribute the email
to council. Or send an email to individual members ….

Mayor, Ken Philipson
Ken.Philipson@islamorada.fl.us

Councilman, Dave Purdo
Dave.Purdo@islamorada.fl.us

Councilman, Mike Forster
Mike.Forster@islamorada.fl.us

Vice Mayor, Ted Blackburn

Councilman, Deb Gillis

Ted.Blackburn@islamorada.fl.us

Deb.Gillis@islamorada.fl.us

Lower Matecumbe Key Association Statement of Purpose
The Lower Matecumbe Key Association, Inc. shall actively work to preserve and enhance the quality
of life and environment through participation and democratic process by the residents.
Goals shall include:
1. Monitoring activities such as zoning and construction.
2. Communicating with all members to alert them to potential problems or opportunities.
3. Coordinating the efforts of the individual neighborhood associations on common objectives.
4. Providing an open forum for presentation and discussion of issues.
5. Taking appropriate action on behalf of the membership.
Board of Directors:
President Donna Gleason
Vice Pres and Treasurer—Hermine Zavar
Secretary Dennie Zetwoch
Board members: Dick Wilson, Ann Haber, Krissy Gustinger, Rosemary Duke, Laura Lynne Kennedy
Newsletter: Sue Miller, editor
The opinions in this newsletter are not necessarily the opinions of the Board of Directors of LMKA.
Articles with opposing points of view are encouraged.
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Meet Donna Gleason… the New LMKA President
When Gordon Hadley resigned as president of LMKA, the Board was left
with a huge dilemma... Perhaps fear that it would be impossible to fill such
huge shoes. What about Donna Gleason? There was much joy and relief
when Donna agreed to give it a try. She simply asked other Board members to provide assistance. Board members agreed to help plan programs,
each taking a month during the season.
For those of you who don’t know Donna… when asked to tell members a
little about herself and her family, this is what Donna wrote:
Coming from busy Fairfield County CT, adjusting to the laid back lifestyle of Islamorada has
been Kenny's dream come true - while for me, it hasn't been so easy. This is part of the
reason I have gotten involved in LMKA, as well as the Islamorada Workforce/Affordable
Housing Committee. I want to feel part of the Community, and utilize the skills I earned
while spending 21 years in the Insurance Industry.
When we came to Islamorada to visit Jeff, our "middle child", we fell head over heels for the
beauty of the varied colors of the water as you cross the fill approaching Lower Matecumbe
Key as well as the friendliness of everyone. Where else do you wave randomly at passers
by?
Jeff bought a larger house in Port Antigua, and we bought his. However we didn't relocate
permanently until several years later, 2006.
While Kenny busies himself carving and painting birds and fish ( a skill he honed back in
CT, for which he earned National recognition) things have changed for us down here. If I
am not busy doing research and collaboration for an author/friend, I read, power walk, and
chat with friends.
Kenny and I have been married 51 years; have three kids; four grandkids; a cat, Clumsy,
and Chocolate Lab, Marley.
With Board approval, Donna appointed Rosemary Duke, Dennie Zettwoch, and Laura Lynne Kennedy to fill vacancies on the Board, energizing the association with some new Board members
and fresh ideas. Since the beginning of the year, the membership has increased to over 200 memberships… almost 25% of all property owners on the island.
It didn’t take long for Donna to dig in and begin an effort to take on issues impacting the island….
addressing both Sea Oats Beach and the fill between Upper and Lower Matecumbe (see article
on page 4).

Congratulations to Bonefish Bay
According to the Village website, the Village’s Landscape Advisory Committee has awarded the Landscape
Award to the Bonefish Bay community, located at MM 75.8, on Lower Matecumbe Key. Bonefish Bay is a
small community consisting of 12 privately owned homes. This award signifies the Landscape Advisory
Committee’s appreciation and acknowledgement of the Bonefish Bay homeowners for their effort in beautifying the US 1 corridor. For the next three months the Bonefish Bay residents may proudly display the fourfoot tall wooden pineapple on their property.
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Sea Oat Beach and the “Fill”
In an email to the LMKA Board and to the Village Council, President Donna Gleason expressed concerns about both Sea Oats Beach and the “fill” between Upper and Lower Matecumbe.
“Sea Oats Beach has become far too "public", with cars parked on the berm that is there to
protect our highway from possible storm surge...overflow here could cause 74.5 miles South of
here to be totally cut off. Restoration was done several years ago to replace the sea oats covered berm. Foot traffic on the berm, as well as the increasing numbers of beach goers endanger nesting SeaTurtles and shorebirds that stop on their migration route, and well as create a
negative appearance to our otherwise pristine oceanfront.
The public boat ramp and increased use of the areas adjacent to the Highway at Tea Table
Relief, just North of Robbie's, is an eyesore to say the least. There are several reasons that
cause this to be an area of concern. The first is safety, with traffic suddenly slowing down in order to take all the sights in.... Scantily clad pedestrians, makeshift tents, large gatherings , as
well as the beautiful water. Add to this, the sometimes "standing room only" parked trucks and
boats on and off trailers, launched presumably for
day fishing. I understand that trash removal from
this area is done at the expense of the Village,
with a small allowance chipped in by the State. Yet
there is no revenue taken in. This waterfront opportunity is totally cost free to any and everyone
who can manage to squeeze in.”
A resulting temporary solution at Sea Oats Beach was
implemented by the Florida Department of Transportation
(FDOT) in less than a week. Barricades with “No Parking” signs line the beach now, until a long term solution
can be worked out. While not pretty, the barricades have
been working as intended.
The problems on the fill may be more complicated, particularly at the “public boat ramp” that is on
property owned by FDOT. Late last year the Village Council petitioned FDOT to restrict activities
along the fill where the ramp is located expressing numerous concerns. The state has not yet begun
its intended improvement project at the ramp, but apparently is ignoring the Village requests. (see reprint of article from the Free Press, page 5).
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State ignores village's wishes about boat ramp
BY ROBERT SILK , rsilk@keysnews.com
ISLAMORADA -- The Florida Department of Transportation has turned down a request by the village to restrict parking along the Indian Key and Tea Table fills, which connect Upper and Lower Matcumbe keys.
Meanwhile, the village remains at odds with the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission over the
commission's push to improve the Indian Key Fill boat ramp.
The FWC wants to eliminate the simple earthen ramp that is used by boaters who launch from the fill and to
replace it with a paved ramp, as well as a dock, slightly further north on the fill. The move, says the FWC,
would increase boater access and set the stage for a shoreline stabilization project.
The village, however, contends that a better ramp would exacerbate traffic safety and maintenance concerns
along the fill, especially during busy summer months. Furthermore, it says FWC's proposal is inadequate
when it comes to parking improvements, bathrooms and sanitation facilities.
The dispute over the fill, which provides the roadbed for U.S. 1, is a jurisdictionally complicated one. FDOT
owns the highway and the rest of the land, but the village maintains the shoulder and parking areas under an
interlocal agreement. Meanwhile, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection controls submerged
lands and FWC controls the water.
FDOT's latest salvo, turning down the village request for more parking restrictions, came in a Nov. 29 email
from Traffic Operations Analyst Joaquin de la Cruz to Assistant Public Works Director Lesli Wojtecki.
"After careful consideration of all possible scenarios, our department recommended to remain the existing
conditions," de la Cruz wrote.
In an interview, Islamorada Public Works Director John Sutter said the village had asked permission to post a
handful of "no parking" signs in selected areas where he says vehicles are doing damage to the bicycle path,
the shoulder and shoreline.
"Particularly in the summer, it has become a free-for-all down there," he said.
In his email, de la Cruz explained that one reason for the transportation department's decision to oppose further parking restrictions is that FDOT is currently reviewing the FWC proposal to improve the boat ramp.
That caught Sutter by surprise, since the village and FWC last communicated over the issue in May, with the
town expressing its opposition to the plan. The village also opposed a previous FWC proposal put forward
last fall.
In an interview last Friday, FWC Boating Access Coordinator Pat Harrell said his agency hasn't taken any further action on the ramp proposal since that May meeting. As long as the village is opposed, she said, moving
forward is impractical.
"The Corps won't proceed with the permit," she said of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which is the authorizing agency for construction in wetlands and along shorelines.
But she hedged a bit, saying that the FWC would still like to push ahead if it obtains the backing of FDOT.
"We want to have boat access. That's our mission," she said.
In its May presentation, the FWC proposed a 40-foot dock to accompany the paved boat ramp. The plan also
called for 12 to 14 paved boat trailer spaces and five regular parking spaces, in addition to shoreline stabilization to ward off erosion. Restroom facilities would be in the form of portable toilets, Harrell said.
Sutter, though, said the village opposes portable toilets, both esthetically and because they would be insufficient to handle the Indian Key Fill crowds. The number of parking spaces proposed by FWC would also be far
from adequate, he added. And the dock would be a navigational hazard for boaters.
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Habitat Restoration at MM77.5
The Florida Department of Transportation and Stantec Consulting Services recently began a 120-day wetland
and upland habitat restoration project at FDOT-owned property at Mile Marker 77.5, a 6.56 acre oceanfront
tract at the north end of Lower Matecumbe.
The restoration work will serve as required mitigation for U.S. 1 roadwork on Grassy Key. Exotic vegetation has
been removed at the MM77.5 site and will be replaced with native trees, according to FDOT, to provide habitat
for federal- and state-protected species. The property is protected in perpetuity as a preserve. There will be no
public access to the property once the restoration is completed. There are thick mangroves to the ocean side
and a 6’ high fence will enclose the remaining three sides of the property.
The project was proposed by FDOT several years ago and approved by South Florida Water Management District and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Total cost of the project is $280,365. The clearing has been completed. Native trees, shrubs and grasses appropriate for the unique ecology of the site will be planted next.
Along the shoreline, behind the red mangroves, FDOT will be planting over 300 white mangroves and green
buttonwood trees. According to John Palenchar, who is coordinating the project for FDOT, hundreds of smaller
native trees and shrubs will be used along with 6500 grass like plants in a rare coastal rock barren portion of
the site. The extraordinary ecology of this property has attracted interest from several organizations. Key
West Botanical Garden has taken an interest in the site and have obtained a permit to collect some of the
seeds of the endangered plants there for research and propagation. Also, the Center for Plant Conservation
recently visited and will be including the site in a report on conservation efforts throughout the state.
Originally the parcel was acquired by FDOT with highway beautification funds from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Eventually FDOT hopes to transfer the property to the Florida Parks Department for
conservation.
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Village chooses to hire own legal counsel
By DAVID GOODHUE; dgoodhue@keysreporter.com
The village of Islamorada will advertise for an in-house attorney later this month, ending its reliance on Miami law
firm Weiss Serota as its main legal counsel. The five-member council voted 4-1 Tuesday to hire a lawyer who
would answer to the local lawmakers. The vote officially kicked off the process of minimizing the village’s longstanding relationship with Weiss Serota.
The attorney would begin work on Oct. 1. Several council members said they want to continue using Weiss Serota
to help whoever is hired with land use and utilities issues, litigation and other legal matters. But Mayor Ken Philipson, Vice Mayor Ted Blackburn and councilmen Mike Forster and Dave Purdo said they want their main attorney
to be a village employee who is always available to answer questions.
Weiss Serota’s Nina Boniske has served as village attorney since Islamorada incorporated in 1997.

LMKA to Join the Islamorada Chamber of Commerce
The LMKA Board has decided to join the Chamber of Commerce. The decision was made, hoping that it will give
the association a voice in various tourism issues, especially for issues like the protection of Sea Oats Beach. The
Chamber recently moved into its lovely new office building at the entrance to Founders Park on Plantation Key.

Adopt a Highway Program
The Association is looking into the Department of Transportation’s “Adopt a Highway” program with the
idea of having LMKA adopt at least 2 miles of the Overseas Highway on Lower Matecumbe…. For the
beauty of it! It would require that the association remove litter at least four times each year. Volunteers
are needed to help with this effort—let us know if you can help!

Sewers are Coming but no Schedule for Lower Matecumbe Yet
Wastewater work is underway by Reynolds Water Islamorada, the contractor who won the bid to sewer Islamorada. Passing through Key Largo, you can see progress on the work to lay the pipeline that will be used to ship
Islamorada wastewater to the treatment plant at MM100. Work on the collection system in Islamorada is progressing north to south with Lower Matecumbe scheduled for construction last—probably starting near the end of 2014.
As we get closer to that timeframe there will be meetings with the contractor scheduled to explain the procedures
to property owners.
Reynolds has a website that you can visit—www.reynoldswaterislamorada.com

Islamorada Fire Chief Retires
William Wagner who has run Islamorada's fire department since 1998 has retired. While in charge, the department
has grown into a fire-rescue agency with three stations, 32 paid staff and 25 volunteers costing $2.67 million compared to the one-station department when he took over in 1998.
"We were not only able to raise the bar of fire protection in the village, but we have a strong fire prevention program, emergency management program and training program," he said when asked what he viewed as his biggest accomplishment with the village.
The increased coverage provided by the three-station department also led to the village receiving an improved insurance rating, bringing a savings to property owners.

Sahara Dust Travels 5,000 Miles to the Florida Keys
A concentration of dust from a dust storm on the Sahara Desert has traveled all the way from Africa to southern
Florida. Usually dust starts to dissipate as it reaches the western Atlantic and the coast of Florida, but recently the
dust has created a significant haze as the sun comes up to the east.
The Sahara is the greatest single stretch of desert in the world, besides the Arctic and Antarctic, stretching about
3.5 million square miles across northern Africa.
Saharan dust is a limiting factor for tropical development in the Atlantic and also causes nasty hazy skies when it
is so densely concentrated. However, sunsets are stunning as a result of dust clouds high in the sky with notable,
bright red colors on display.
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Reprinted from the Free Press

Slain crocodile remembered with a beachside ceremony
BY ROBERT SILK Free Press Staff, rsilk@keysnews.com

ISLAMORADA -- Through the years, plenty of eccentric waterside memorials have been held in the Florida
Keys for departed loved ones.
But it's unlikely any have been quite like the one held this past Sunday at the Port Antigua homeowner's park
on Lower Matecumbe Key, where more than 30 people gathered to commemorate Blue No. 9, the female
crocodile that was shot and killed near the Boy Scout's Florida Sea Base two weeks ago.
Blue ribbons hung on a buttonwood tree near the pavilion on the park's man-made beach. Most of the attendees wore blue. Photographs of Blue No. 9, who had resided in bayside Lower Matecumbe canals for several
years, sat next to flyers advertising the $6,000 reward the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission is offering for
information that leads to the conviction of whoever shot the reptile. And custom-made cupcakes, both chocolate and vanilla, read "Blue No. 9."
Even those who gathered readily acknowledged that the event was definitely, let's just say, out-of-the-box.
"This is odd," Islamorada Vice Mayor Ted Blackburn said as he began his eulogy of the 9-foot crocodile.
Odd, said the attendees, but definitely serious.
"This is senseless killing. It's their habitat. We're living in it," organizer and Lower Matecumbe resident Laura
Lynne Kennedy said of American crocodiles as the crowd assembled for the ceremony. "It's also to raise
awareness and let the person who did this know we're after him."
Though Blue No. 9 was familiar to many in Lower Matecumbe's bayside neighborhoods, the crocodile drew
special attention on April 23, when she nested on the front edge of the yard of Peter and Elaine Vlaun, just a
few feet from the roadway. Wildlife officials waited for Blue to lay her 27 eggs and then transported her, at the
behest of the Vlauns, to undeveloped bayside waters 4 miles north. The eggs were later found to be unviable.
Two weeks later, on May 6, a gunshot was heard near Sea Base, not far from the southern edge of Lower Mateucumbe, base director Keith Douglass said. Blue No. 9 was found in nearby mangroves six days later.
The animal, FWC Lt. Liz Riesz told the crowd at the memorial, was killed by gunshots to the head.
"She was basically assassinated while she was lying peacefully," Riesz said.
Killing a crocodile, which is designated as threatened under the Endangered Species Act, is a third-degree felony, punishable by up to five years in prison. Riesz said there are leads into the investigation of who shot Blue
No. 9, and that bullet casings have already been turned over to a forensic lab for analysis.
She said the FWC has a team working the case.
"This is pretty huge that you guys are out here and we're absolutely for justice," Riesz said.
The frequency with which Keys residents encounter crocodiles has spiked in recent years as the toothy reptile's
population has risen from less than 300 in 1975 to an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 now. The FWC says there has
never been a documented case of a crocodile attacking a human in Florida. But the taking of a Key Largo dog
by a crocodile in early 2012 brought out strong emotions, including numerous calls for a more aggressive
crocodile relocation program. The FWC has since eased its relocation standards somewhat, though such removals can be a pointless exercise, since crocodiles often return to old stomping grounds.
Most of the attendees at the Blue No. 9 memorial said they enjoyed having her around.
"I think she's good for the neighborhood," Port Antigua Property Owner's Association head Larry Zettwoch said.

President’s Corner

Membership Application/Renewal

By Donna Gleason First Name(s): _____________________________

My hope for LMKA is to act as a fiduciary for
the residents of Lower Matecumbe. I want to
keep our members abreast of Island, Village,
and more Global issues that will affect us. It is
important to have entertainment in the way of
providing speakers and demonstrations for our
members, helping us to not take life too
seriously, while learning about a relevant topic.
I urge all members to wear name tags to
meetings which will enable us to feel like a
homogenous group... and to know who we are
sitting next to.
I appreciate the support my Board is giving me.
Our "barrier project" to prevent Sea Oats Beach
from becoming THE public beach of The Keys,
destroying a precious resource in the process
has been an overwhelming though perhaps a
TEMPORARY success!
I hope all members will get involved in the
association, by attending our meetings when
possible, volunteering time and ideas that will
help improve life on Lower Matecumbe, and
letting us know what we can do to make things
better.

Last Name: ________________________________
Mailing Address: __________________________
_____________________________________________
Local Address: ____________________________
Phone (local): _____________________________
Other phone: ______________________________
Email: ___________________________________
Provide your email please!
Get your newsletter faster and save LMKA printing/
postage costs! We only use the email address to
send newsletters, information and reminders about
Lower Matecumbe.
Make check payable to
LMKA P. O. Box 911, Islamorada, FL 33036
Family $20; Single $12
Enclose a note if you will serve on the Board, volunteer with projects or newsletter or if you have ideas
for making our community better.

Lower Matecumbe Key Assoc
P. O. Box 911
Islamorada, FL 33036

